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erasmus and the text of revelation 22:19 - reltech - 2 erasmus and the text of revelation 22:19 ably
uninterrupted line of transmission is demonstrably broken. only a miracle could have made erasmus produce
exactly the same text as the original greek, and such a miracle did not happen. beyond the text: digital editions
and performance - beyond the text: digital editions and performance brett d. hirsch university of western
australia janelle jenstad university of victoria t he alluring promises of digital editions blind many would-be
editors object-relational mapping - unife - Ã¢Â€Â¢ object/relational metadata can be specified directly in the
entity class file by using annotations, or in a separate xml descriptor file distributed with the what digital
approaches can do for the study of ... - traditional unassisted reading ... lucan (blue) by book. develop combined
feature search using marked intertextsas benchmark Ã¢Â€Â¢ideal search will: Ã¢Â€Â¢be fully customizable by
features Ã¢Â€Â¢offer best approximation settings for finding intertextuality by different features. Ã¢Â€Â¢using
existing intertextsentered as annotations can be used as benchmark sets to test different feature combinations ...
the electronic variorum edition of Ã¢Â€Â˜don quixoteÃ¢Â€Â™ at the ... - from the collections of digital
texts, collations, and interlinked hypertextual annotations. the the veri is also an interactive tool capable of
providing access to individual editions, textual or through a screen darkly: digital texts and the new testament
- corrections and annotations, so are superlines for nu at line ends, nomina sacra , abbreviations indicated by
brackets around the supplied letters, running titles, quire signatures, modern folio numbers. object-relational
mapping - unife - Ã¢Â€Â¢ the object-relational impedance mismatch is a set of conceptual and technical
difficulties that are often encountered when a rdbms is being used by a tudor books and readers: materiality
and the construction ... - signature collations and typographical variations to provide vivid evidence for the ways
in which the book grew and evolved even as it was in press. the second group of essays is entitled Ã¢Â€Â˜print,
politics and patronageÃ¢Â€Â™, its three essays taking a variety of
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